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These days, you can get a trophy just for showing up. By LAuren Tarshis
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Coaches are encouraged to support

“It’s about building skills.”

A Welcome Change
This is a welcome change for

On the floor there
is even a bronzecolored football
trophy, which Lucas
uses to keep his door
from slamming shut.

Trophies for All
Lucas admits that
he didn’t exactly earn
these trophies for
his athletic prowess.
“I’m actually not
so good at sports,”
he says. Like many
kids in sports
programs, Lucas
got his trophies for
practices and games.
“This has
become practically
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simply showing up to

everyone on their teams, not just
the future LeBrons. “The idea is to
motivate kids to play sports, to have
fun,” says Dr. Michelle Anthony, an
author and psychologist who works
with kids and schools.

What Do You Think?
Should all kids on sports teams receive
trophies? Use evidence from the article to
support each side of this debate. Write
the information on the lines below.

Yes

Studies show many benefits
for kids who stick with team
sports, from higher fitness levels
to better grades. Getting trophies
can encourage young athletes
to continue playing even if they

NO

Trophies for All!

1 Trophies can

reward only the best!

1

encourage kids

are not superstars. No one feels

who aren’t great

overlooked.

athletes to keep

The Wrong Message?

playing.

But some experts suggest that
giving trophies to everyone sends
the wrong message. In life, most
people are not rewarded for simply

2

2

3

3

doing what’s required. A student
doesn’t get an A just for going to
class. An employee doesn’t get a
raise just for arriving to work on
time. Shouldn’t only the hardestworking or highest-performing
athletes get the accolades?
Both Coffin and Anthony point
out that trophies can lose their
meaning when everyone gets
one. Coffin also emphasizes that
trophies are not an effective way
for coaches to motivate players.
“Receiving a pat on the back, a
thumbs-up from the coach . . . any
show of appreciation is what keeps
kids coming back,” she says.
As for Lucas, he sees both sides

Examine points on both sides of the debate—as
well as your own beliefS—and decide if all kid athletes should
receive an award just for participating. State your opinion in one sentence
below. This can become the thesis statement for an argument essay.

of the debate. He says that getting
trophies has made him feel good
about being on his teams. He
confesses that there is a problem,
though: “I’m out of space.”
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